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14 days left for my birthday

Friends of candy, rejoice! The market has a new taste of Hershey's kisses and they look absolutely amazing. Delish says Hershey's birthday cake-flavored kisses are a thing now, and I couldn't be more excited to try them out. If there's anything I love, it's trying out new desserts. Seriously: I'm the world's biggest fan of
seasonal treats. Whether it's Halloween candy, Christmas candy or chocolate Easter eggs, I know I'll buy them when I'm in the candy aisle of any store. And while my birthday won't be for a long time, I'm definitely going to track down these birthday cake kisses because, well... How could I not fire? According to the
impulsive purchase, Hershey's birthday cake kisses can be found at Walmart stores' festive uses nationwide, although there's no word yet on how long they will exist. But I have a feeling that these new delicacies really satisfy in terms of taste and texture; After all, Hershey's writes that new kisses pack the taste of
birthday cake in just one bite with a satisfying rut. According to Refinery29, the crunch side of the kisses comes from colorful biscuits mixed with white chocolate. What inspired this delightful gift hershey has so mercifully given to the masses? According to Hershey's Instagram account announcing the release of their
birthday cake kisses, the new flavor celebrates Hershey's 109th birthday. What takes more celebration than living for over a century? Not much. Although if you ask me, these little bumps are worth celebrating on any day of the week, birthday or not. And in addition to opening them and enjoying them as they are, think of
all the other fun ways you can use them in baking. After all, the possibilities are endless: You can use them as a filling for ice cream or frozen food, bake them in biscuits or cakes, and so much more. And what better addition to a birthday cake than birthday cake Hershey's kisses? Photo: sasimoto/Fotolia Etsy Ask any
parent and they will tell you: their baby will always be their baby. And sometimes it's hard to watch a baby miss a school birthday party because they happened to be born in the summer months. Fortunately, there are more than a few summer birthday party ideas for a warm-weather loving baby who is certainly a hit with
a birthday boy or girl (and that the whole family enjoys!). When deciding which theme to choose for your child's warm weather birthday party, it's helpful to consider their age group and activities that you know they'll appreciate. Some options, such as lemonade racks or tea parties, are relatively easy to pull off but
entertaining for all young children. Other theme ideas such as pirates, camping and mini golf are likely to be better suited to parents and require a little on behalf of the family party planner (read: you). In any case, the chances of an entertaining birthday party for your summer baby are really limitless, and choosing one of
the following themes is just the beginning. Start.
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